
Questions and Answers 

WDB 2019-003 

 

1. This required document is not available WDB 2019-003 forms.docx 
The document issue has been resolved and is now available for download. 

2. Do you have existing Antivirus on each device for us to monitor or are we providing them? 
We use McAfee EPO antivirus on all systems to monitor systems. 

3. We have the ability to do 24/7 device monitoring and remote access for issue remediation. It 
uses 256-bit AES encryption and is HIPAA and PCI compliant. Is this allowed? 

The Board would prefer to use existing systems to monitor and remote access to 

systems on the network. 

4. Are we providing Backup and Disaster Recovery? Are we just monitoring/maintaining your 
existing BDR? 

The Board has existing backup and recovery systems. 

5. We are familiar with Mitel and can distribute Mitel licenses and equipment. How many phones 
are in service? Is it an Internet VoIP system or SIP trunk? 

The Mitel system is internet VoIP.  The Board has 146 phones in all 4 sites. 

6. Servers are mentioned in the description, but not on the equipment list. Do you have a list of 
servers and their function? 

The Board has 10 MS 2012 R2 servers providing file services, remote access, 

PostgreSQL database services, web services and Ncomputing desktop virtualization 

system. 

7. Do you only contract IT services at an hourly rate? Would you entertain a per-device monthly 
rate? 

We prefer to use an hourly rate based upon the type of services provided. 

8. Who is the current incumbent and what is the current contract value? 

Our current provider is Fred Munoz and Associates.  The current hourly rates range from 

$5 to $50 per hour. 

9. Is this contract is single awarded of multi-awarded? 
We will evaluate all options and award what we think is in the best interest of the Board. 

10. What is the annual budget for this contract?  
The budget for IT personnel services is about $350,000 per year. 

11. Could you please provide Infrastructure details Like, Servers, Laptop, PC, Application of users 
etc.? 

The Board has 10 MS 2012 R2 servers providing file services, remote access, 
PostgreSQL database services, web services and Ncomputing desktop virtualization 
system. 

12. Are you required consultant on full time or just on as need basis? 
Fulltime availability. 

13. Can please share the historical data on number of tickets generate per month/years, number of 
software maintenance request and patches released in a month? 

The Board does not develop commercial software.  This question is not applicable. 
14. Please share historical data on of help desk call received per month and what are the peak 

months? 

https://setworks.org/pdf/solicitations/WDB%202019-003%20forms.docx?d=19178141705


The help desk receives 150 calls average per month.  The average number of software 
updates per month is 5.   The peak months are April and August. 

15. What area of focus does each of the current outsourced personnel have? 
The current personnel are network administrator, systems engineers, web designers, 

web application designers, hardware and software user support.  

 
16. How many hours per month of these services have you used in the past 6-12 months? 

The hours will fluctuate greatly, but the amounts below can be used for purposes 

of the RFP responses: 

Hours are weekly. 

20/wk    Network Administration  

 

20/wk    WAN Support. 

   

30/wk    Desktop Support 

 

45/wk    Web Application Development 

 

10/wk ___    Telephone System Support 

 

10/wk     Hardware and Software Support 

 

5/wk     Procurement for IT related equipment, services and software 

 

20/wk __     Security Administration for all Texas Workforce Commission (TWC)   

systems used locally  

 

 40/wk __     Other Support 

 

 

 
 

 


